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AN INITIAL PROTOTYPE SYSTEM FOR



CHlNESE SPOKEN DOCUMENT UNDERSTANDING AND ORGANIZATION FOR lNDEXING/BROWSING AND RETRIEVAL APPLICATIONS Lin-Shan Lee, Shun-Chuan Chen, Yuan Ho, Jia-Fu Chen, Ming-Han Li, Te-Hsuan Li National Taiwan University, Taipei E-Mail: [email protected] Abstract In the future, the network content will include all knowledge, information, services relevant to our daily life. The most attractive form of future network content will be multi-media, which usually includes voice information. As long as the voice information is included, it usually carries the core concepts for the content. As a result, the spoken documents associated with the multimedia content very possibly can serve as the key for indexinghrowsing and retrieval. However, unlike the written documents, the multi-media or voice information are very often just audio/video signals. They are very difficult to index, browse or retrieve, since the users can’t go through each of them from the beginning to the end during browsing. A possible approach then may be to segment the audiohide0 signals automatically into short paragraphs, each with a central concept or topic, and then automatically generate a title and/or a summary for each of these short paragraphs, in either speech or text form. The topics and central concepts described in the segmented short paragraphs are then further analyzed and organized into some graphic structures describing the relationships among these topics and central concepts. In this way, the multi-media content can he much more efficiently indexed automatically and browsed and retrieved by the user based on the title, summary and the graphic structure. This is referred to as the understanding and organization of spoken documents here. In this paper, an initial prototype system for such functions with broadcast news taken as the example multimedia content was presented. The graphic structure used to describe the relationships among the topics and central concepts are 2-dimensional tree structures developed based on the probabilistic latent semantic analysis.



1.



Introduction



In the future network era, the digital content over the network will include all the information activities for human life, from real-time information to knowledge archive, from working environment to private services, etc. Apparently, most attractive form of the network content will he in multi-media, which usually includes speech information. As long as the speech information is included in the network content, it usually tells the subjects, topics and concepts of the multi-media content. As a result, speech information will become the key for indexing, browsing and retrieval. On the other hand, the fast development of wireless technologies will make it possible for people to access the network content at any time, from anywhere via simple hand held devices such as cell phone units or PDA’s. Personal Computers (PC’s), which used to be the core of information activities in the 0-7803-8678-7/04/$20.00 82004 IEEE



past, will get less and less important, and keyboards and mice, which used to be the most convenience user interface for PC’s, won’t be convenient any longer. When all these become true, it is believed that speech interface will become one of the few most important and convenient user interface across all user terminals for users to access the network content at any time, from anywhere. Today, the network access is primarily text-based. The users enter the instructions by words or texts, and the network or search engine offers text materials for the user to select. The users interact with the network or search engine and obtain the desired information. In the future, it can be imagined that almost all such roles of text can be directly replaced by speech without any problem as shown in Figure 1. The users’ instructions can be entered by speech. The network content may be indexhrowsed and retrieved by its speech information. Here spoken document retrieval with speech queries will become a key. The users interact with the network or the search engine via spoken dialogues. There is always some information expressed in text form. Text-to-speech synthesis can be used to transform the text information into speech. The user terminals can always include a small display window if needed, such that some of the information can be shown in text form to help the inadequacy of pure speech scenario. In such a speech-based network content indexing/browsing /retrieval environment, using speech instructions to access the network content whose key concepts are specified by speech information will be natural.



2.



Spoken Document Understanding and Organization



When considering the above speech-based network content indexingibrowsinglretrieval environment, we need to keep in mind that unlike the written documents which are better structured and easier to browse, multi-medidspoken documents are just videoiaudio signals, or a sequence of words if transcribed. For example, a 3-hour video of interview, a 2-hour movie, a I-hour news stories, or a very long sequence of Figure ~
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transcribed words. The user simply can't go through each one from the beginning to the end during browsing. As a result, better approaches for understanding and organization of multi-mediahpoken documents for easier indexing/browsing/retrieval thus become necessary. Such spoken document understanding and organization should include at least the following: ( I ) Spoken Document Segmentation Automatically segmenting the spoken documents into short paragraphs, each with some central topic. (2) Named Entity Extraction for Spoken Documents Named entities are usually the keywords in the spoken documents, and therefore the key in understanding the subject topics of the documents. However, in many cases such named entities are in fact out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words creating difficulties in the recognition of the spoken documents. ( 3 ) Information Extraction for Spoken Documents Information extraction usually referrers to the extraction of the key information such as who, when, where, what and how for the events described in the documents. They are usually the relationships among the named entities extracted. Such information is definitely important for indexinghowsing and retrieval. (4) Spoken Document Summarization Automatically generating a summary (in text or speech form) for each segmented short paragraph of the spoken documents. (5) Title Generation for Spoken Documents Automatically generating a title (in text or speech form) for each segmented short paragraph of the spoken documents. (6) Topic Analysis Automatically analyzing the central concepts and topics of the segmented short paragraphs and organizing them into some graphic structures describing the relationship among these topics and central concepts. When all the above can be properly performed, the spoken documents (or network content) are in fact better understood and re-organized in a way that indexing/ hrowsing/retrieval can he performed easily. For example, the spoken documents (or network content) are now in form of short paragraphs, properly organized in graphic structures with titles/summaries as indices for browsing. They can he retrieved either based on the full content, or based on the summariesititledconcepts, or both. Fig2 is a block diagram for the user/content scenario for the speech-based network content indexinghowsing and retrieval as mentioned here. The network content is on the let? of the figure in which the multimedia content includes at least written parts (written documents), spoken parts (spoken documents) plus other parts (in other media such as video). They all need certain degree of understanding and organization as shown in the middle column of the figure, referred to as content understanding and organization here, in which the spoken document understanding and organization as discussed above are shown in the middle. The users are on the right of the figure, trying to use speech processing



technologies including speech synthesis/recognition, spoken dialogues and spoken document retrieval to access the network content. Note that the concept of speech understanding is not new. But in the past it usually referred to understanding the speaker's intention in spoken dialogues within specific task domains, such as asking for weather, or air travel information or reservation, etc. But here the domains for network content can he arbitrary and almost unlimited. It is definitely not limited to very specific tasks.



3.



Brief S u m m a r y for t h e Technotogies Used in the Initial Prototype System



The initial prototype system is very briefly summarized here, For spoken document segmentation, the hidden Markov model (HMM) based segmentation approach [I, 21 was adopted. A total of N topic clusters form an HMM, in which each topic cluster is a state. The sentences composed of recognized word sequences are taken as the observations. Each topic cluster (state) has some transition probabilities for transition to a different topic cluster, or remaining in the same topic cluster. N-gram probabilities are used to evaluate the score for each sentence in each topic cluster [ 3 ] . The transition from one topic cluster to another is a segmentation point. For named entity extraction from spoken documents, the spoken documents are first transcribed into word graphs, on which words or monosyllables with higher confidence 'measures are identified. Temporalltopical homogeneous reference text corpora are also automatically retrieved and selected to be used for named entity matching to find some named entities which can't be correctly transcribed in the word graphs. Both forward and backward Pat-Trees [4] are constructed to develop complete data structures for the context information for both the spoken documents and the selected temporal/topical homogeneous reference text corpora. The context information beyond sentences is Figure 2. UserlContent Scenario for Speech-based Network Content IndexingiBrowsing and Retrieval in An Era of Wireless Multimedia
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very often very helpful to identify named entities in both text and spoken documents. Multi-lavered Viterbi search was performed based on a class-h&ed language model [5],class generation models and a class context mogel, in order to handle the situation that a named entity may be composed of several named entities. In this way, the named entity extraction, word segmentation and spoken document transcription can be accomplished simultaneously. For spoken document summarization, only the importance sentence extraction was performed, i.e., the most important sentences in the documents were automatically selected and concatenated to form a summary. Two approaches were used to choose the most important sentences. The first approach uses the term frequency (TF) and inverse document frequency (IDF) as well as the vector space model (TF/IDF) popularly used in information retrieval [7]. The other approach used the significance score ( S E ) of each word in the sentence and in the document, which is based on the occurrence frequencies of the word in the recognized sentence and in the training corpus [S,91. The sentences with the highest scores are then chosen to he concatenated to form the summary and played in audio form [3]. For automatic title generation, a corpus of 150,000 news stories (in text form) with human- generated titles was used in the training process. For new spoken document, it was first transcribed into recognized word sequences. We then ay to construct a title for the new spoken document based on the relationship between the news stones and their human-generated titles learned in the training process [IO, 1 I]. Topic analysis for spoken documents, on the other
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in a large corpus by reducing the word-document relationships into much lower dimensionalities with singular value decomposition [ 121. The probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA), on the other hand, tries to construct a statistical framework onto LSA by incorporating the probabilities for the words, documents and latent classes to build an “aspect model” [13]. In this way, the semantic concepts or the topic information regarding each segmented paragraph c& be properly analyzed. Two-dimensional “topic maps” are then developed based on the idea very similar to the “self-organization maps” [14] previously developed, such that the relationships among the semantic concepts (or topics) can be displayed on an N*N map [15]. The distance between two-blocks on the map h& to do with the relationship between the semantic concepts (or topics) represented by the blocks. The shorter the distance, the closer the relationships. Each block of a semantic concept (or topic) can then be further analyzed and represented as another L*L map in the next layer, in which the blocks again represent the fine structures of the more detailed semantic concepts (or topics), etc.. In this way, the concepthopic relationships among the segmented spoken documents can be organized into a two-dimentional tree-structure, much easier for indexing, browsing and retrieval [16].
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Brief Summary for the Functions of the Initial Prototvpe System
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In the initial prototype system, the broadcast news (some including video parts) are taken as the example multi-media content. A typical example is shown in Figure 3. In this figure the waveform of a typical broadcast news story, taken as an example spoken document, is shown in Figure 3(a). The waveform of the automatically generated summary, which is the concatenation of a few selected sentences, is shown in Figure 3 (b). The automatically generated title, in text form, is printed in Figure 3 (c). Such process was actually performed on a large corpus of roughly 130 hrs of about 7,000 broadcast news stories. They were all recorded from radiofTV stations in Taipei from Nov 2002 to Oct 2003. The initial broadcast news browsing prototype system is described below. The homepage of the system lists 20 categories of news (e.g. intemational political news, local business news, etc.). All the 7000 broadcast news stories mentioned above were actually automatically classified into these 20 categories. When the user click the item of “local political news”, for example, a two-dimensional graphical structure of 4’4 topic maps appears as shown in Figure 4, in which the 16 blocks Figure 3 A typical example: (a) the waveform of the spoken document (a broadcast news story) (b) the waveform of the automatically generated summary (a few selected sentences) (c) the automatically generated title (in text form)
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@&H*&&&&$&d&$ Figure 4. The 16 Blocks for major semantic concepts or topics in the category of “local political news”
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represent the major semantic concepts or topics in the area of “local political news” for the broadcast news corpora. Each block (or major semantic concept) is here characterized by the top several words with the highest probabilities. As can be found that the distance among the blocks has to do with the relationships among the major semantic concepts or topics. The user can click one of the blocks to see the next layer 2-dimensional graphical representation for the fme structure of the more detailed semantic concepts (or topics). So the broadcast news are organized in a two-dimensional tree-structure for better indexing and easier browsing. When the user decides to see all the broadcast news items within a node in this two-dimensional tree, whether a leaf-node or not, he can click a button for that node, and the automatically generated titles for all news stories categorized into that semantic concept or topic with high enough probabilities are shown in a list. The user can further click the “summary” button after each title to listen to the automatically generated summaries. The two-dimensional tree structure and titles/summaries are very helpful to browse the news stories. The broadcast news retrieval function is shown in Figure 5. The retrieval was primarily based on the combination of syllable/character/word-level indexing features [17]. But now all retrieved news stories as listed in the left lower part in the figure have automatically generated titles and summaries. The user can select the news stories by the title, or by listening to the summaries, rather than listening to the whole story and then found it is not the one he is looking for. The user can also select to click another functional button to see how the semantic concepts or topics of these retrieved news stories are located within the two-dimensional tree structures, which will also be‘very helpful for the user to identify the desired new items. 5. Conclusion In this paper an initial prototype system for Chinese spoken document understanding and organization for future speech-base network content indexingibrowsingl retrieval environment is presented. Figure 5. The broadcast news retrieval system with automatic titleisummary generation functions (with query: 3 @%e&BsEs%fl (please retrieve the news regarding the minister of education, prof. R.T. Huand )
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